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Canadian company SNC Lavalin, which did not even qualify, was selected as the number 
one bidder in the tender for supervising Padma bridge construction through a corruption 
conspiracy by several government officials and powerful individuals, says the ACC 
enquiry report. 

In order to make sure that Lavalin gets the job, the Bridges Division dissolved the tender 
evaluation committee thrice and formed a fourth one headed by Prof Jamilur Reza 
Chowdhury without giving it full technical and financial information about the bidders. 

The division wasted 22 months in the process, which the World Bank deems as 
suspicious and part of a corruption conspiracy. 

The ACC investigators did not recommend suing ex-communications minister Syed Abul 
Hossain but they mentioned that as a minister he could not shrug off the responsibility for 
the corruption conspiracy.  

“But to prove allegations against him in the court, solid evidence is needed,” said the 
ACC team in its enquiry report on corruption allegations in the $2.9 billion project. 



According to the World Bank note, several individuals, including Abul Hossain, sought 
from SNC Lavalin 10 percent of $50 million (about Tk 38 crore) to help it qualify as the 
top bidder in the tender for supervising the bridge's construction. 

The ACC prepared its report based on the interrogation of 29 people, and opinions from 
legal experts. 

The ACC investigators recently submitted a report with findings on 10 people, including 
Abul Hossain, who was at the helm of the communication ministry, the parent body of 
the Bridges Division.  

The commission is now making preparations for further enquiry against 15 persons, 
including Abul Hossain and Prime Minister's Economic Affairs Adviser Mashiur 
Rahman.  

The report mentioned that ACC lawyer Anisul Haque gave the opinion that even if no 
evidence of corruption conspiracy is found against them, they can be charged with misuse 
of power. 

The report exempted Mashiur on the basis of his statement to the ACC that if there were 
any irregularities in the tender, they had taken place before he joined as the Integrity 
Adviser of Padma bridge project. Though his name was mentioned in a diary of SNC 
Lavalin official Ramesh Saha, he claimed he had never met any Lavalin official.  

The report said evidence of corruption conspiracy was found against seven people -- the 
secretary of the Bridges Division, three other government officials and three SNC 
Lavalin officials.  

ACC TEAM'S FINDINGS ON 10 PERSONS 

SYED ABUL HOSSAIN:  his name was mentioned in Ramesh's diary in which the SNC 
Lavalin official wrote about “the bribe”. The ACC could not find any trace of monetary 
transactions involving Abul. But the World Bank has filed complaint against him. None 
of the people quizzed by the ACC named Abul directly but they gave indications of his 
involvement. Solid evidence must be collected if he is to be sued. 

ABUL HASAN CHOWDHURY:  the former foreign minister, who does not hold any 
post in the incumbent government, regularly visited the Bridges Division. He introduced 
two Lavalin officials to Abul Hossain, who claimed that Chowdhury lobbied for Lavalin. 
But there is no documentary evidence of it. His name was also mentioned in Ramesh's 
diary. 

NIXON CHOWDHURY:  He is brother of parliament whip Nure Alam Chowdhury. He 
lobbied for Lavalin at the Bridges Division. His name was also mentioned in Ramesh's 
diary but not much evidence was found against him. 



MOSHARRAF HOSSAIN BHUIYAN:  The ACC report recommended suing the 
former secretary of the Bridges Division, as he is directly responsible for dissolving the 
tender evaluation committee four times. He tried his best to ensure that Lavalin gets the 
job. At least four persons, including ex-director of the bridge project Rafiqul Islam gave 
statements against him and said Lavalin was not qualified for the bridge consultancy job, 
yet the evaluation committee was formed four times to give the job to that company. 
Several government officials and individuals received help from Bhuiyan and hid 
information from the last committee headed by Prof Jamilur Reza Chowdhury. Ramesh's 
diary mentions Bhuiyan. 

KAZI FERDOUS:  the member secretary of tender evaluation committee was involved 
in leaking the committee's confidential information to vested interests to favour Lavalin. 
When the committee led by Jamilur Reza was formed, he confused the committee with 
wrong information about Halcrow, considered as the top bidder. 

REAZ ZABER:  the member of tender committee and executive engineer of roads and 
highways also served Lavalin's interests. 

MD MOSTAFA:  the local agent of SNC Lavalin facilitated meetings between Lavalin 
officials and minister and secretaries. 

THREE FOREIGN OFFICIALS OF LAVALIN:  Ramesh, Ismail and Kevin have 
privately met with minister, secretary and influential groups inside and outside the 
government. They have tried to bag the job by offering financial benefits. The Canadian 
court is now trying Ramesh and Ismail. Ramesh maintained a diary in which he wrote the 
names of several powerful people in Bangladesh. He referred to the minister as “min” or 
the secretary as “sec” or the project director as “PD”. He also mentioned which person 
would get what share of bribe. Ismail, on the other hand, maintained communication with 
the Bangladeshi officials. 

 


